In this paper we apply a copula function pricing technique to the evaluation of vulnerable options, i.e. options with counterpart risk. Using copulas enables to separate the speci…cation of marginal distributions and the dependence structure of the events of exercise of the option and default of the counterpart. Our proof that counterpart risk is evaluated as a copula function is based on no-arbitrage arguments only. This makes our results directly applicable to incomplete market models. Also, the noarbitrage arguments provide easy-to-implement super-replication strategies. We study digital, call and put options with counterpart risk. Furtehr, we price a credit derivative contract, namely a default put option. We calibrate the models on real market data, using a mixing copula, which provides closed form pricing formulas.
Introduction
As most of the derivative trading activity has been moving from standardized products quoted on futures-style markets towards customized products traded on over-the-counter markets, the issue of counterpart risk evaluation has increasingly gathered momentum and is now one of the hot topics in option pricing theory. Every practitioner is well aware that accounting for counterpart risk has a substantial impact both on the evaluation and the hedging policy of a derivative contract. Any hedging strategy has in fact to take into account that the counterpart could go bankrupt at any moment during the life of the contract and that such default is relevant inasmuch as the contract is in the money, i.e. in y F inancial support from MURST and Torino Finanza is gratefully acknowledged. We tha nk the participants at the I EIR Conference (Paris, Sept. 2001) for comments. All remaining errors are ours. 1 the case in which it gives a positive pay-o¤. Modifying the hedging strategy and the price of the derivative contract in this direction raises two main technical problems.
The …rst has to do with the dependence or association between the underlying asset of the derivative contract and the event of default of the counterpart, i.e. between market and credit risk: when buying a put option written on oil from an oil producer one has to take into account that the counterpart may go bust right in the case when the option is exercised, i.e. when the oil market tumbles; by the same token, when buying a credit derivative to provide insurance against default of an obligor one has to account for the exposure of the guarantor to the same obligor. Accounting for dependence leads to a delicate technical issue, linked to its measurement for arbitrary multivariate distributions: it is in fact well known that the linear correlation coe¢cient depends on the marginal probability distributions of the pay-o¤ and the event of default of the counterpart, and depending on such marginal distributions it may span an interval smaller than -1 to + 1; as a consequence, it may be the case that perfect dependence between the events of exercise of a vulnerable option and default of the counterpart results in a value of the correlation coe¢cient which may be far smaller than 1.
The second technical problem has to do with market incompleteness: if we apply complete market pricing techniques to the evaluation of derivative contracts with counterpart risk we implicitly assume that such source of risk can be perfectly hedged on the market, something that any practitioner could hardly agree upon. It is true that dropping the market completeness assumption turns the evaluation of vulnerable derivatives into a formidable task: we are required to design super-replication strategies and to select the pricing kernel in a multivariate setting; the problem may get even more involved if one wants to extend incomplete market pricing approaches based on non-additive measures (i.e. capacities, see Jouini and Kallal, 1995 and Della Lunga, 2001 ) to the multivariate case.
In this paper we price derivative contracts with counterpart risk, …rst dealing with the simple digital option case, and deriving from that prices for vulnerable put and call contracts. We also obtain a modi…ed vulnerable put-call parity relationship which holds in full generality. Finally, we extend the analysis to a simple credit derivative contract, namely a vulnerable default put option. We apply the pricing technique to real market data, using mainly the mixing copulas, which give closed form prices.
Previous literature on vulnerable options includes, among the others, Johnson and Stulz (1987), Hull and White (1995) . The former papers studies defaultable option pricing in a structural model à la Merton, in which the assets value of the part writing the option is lognormally distributed. Hull and White allow the writer to default at any point time, while maintaining a lognormal assumption on the asset which triggers default. Our model takes a more general approach to the problem, so that it can cope both with a structural and with a reduced form approach: no special assumption is needed on the event triggering default, since the inputs to our model are represented by the recovery rate and the expected loss of the counterpart, no matter which approach is used to generate them.
The balance of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we use the simple pricing problem of a bivariate digital option as a reference case to lay out the basic structure of our pricing formulas. In section 3 we apply these results to the evaluation of a vulnerable digital option, i.e. a digital option with counterpart risk, and we show how to use copulas to allow for dependence between market risk and counterpart risk. In section 4 we obtain put and call prices from the digital options and derive the put-call parity relationship. In section 5 the results are extended to the case of counterpart risk in a credit derivative contract, and the copula function is used to represent joint default risk. In section 6 we provide an empirical application of the model to the evaluation of vulnerable digital, call, put and default put options using mixture copulas and we perform a comparative statics analysis based on rating agencies data. We also explore di¤erent copula speci…cations. Section 7 concludes.
Bivariate digital options: the basic model
The presence of counterpart risk naturally casts the option pricing problem in a bivariate setting in which the relevant states of nature are the exercise of the option and the default of the counterpart. For this reason, prior to tackling the problem of counterpart risk, it is useful to prove our results in the simplest possible bivariate setting, as it may be the case of a bivariate digital option. This is an option written on two underlying assets which pays a …xed amountwhich we may normalize to one -if and only if at the exercise date both of the asset prices are at or above the corresponding strikes, and zero otherwise.
From a theoretical viewpoint, the problem of bivariate digital options is extremely relevant: pricing them amounts to recovering the bivariate pricing kernel for any other contingent claim written on the same assets 1 , just like single digital options lead us straight to the pricing kernel of any claim written on the underlying asset.
From the empirical point of view, pricing bivariate digital options is a relevant result as well, since they are embedded in widely used structured …nance products known as digital bivariate notes. These contracts pay …xed coupons if the prices of two assets or indexes are above prede…ned levels at some future dates. In order to price and hedge these products one has to …nd a replicating strategy for the bivariate digital option. This simple case is also a good reference to provide a concrete discussion of the market incompleteness problem quoted in the introduction. Consider a real market case of a debt product with maturity of, say, …ve years, in which the stream of annual coupons is represented by bivariate digital coupons written on two markets, say the Nikkei 225 and the Nasdaq 100 indexes, times 10% of the nominal value. When hedging and pricing this product it is quite natural to run into two kinds of questions: the …rst is how to hedge the bivariate digital option, assuming we can buy and 1 T his problem is treated extensively in Cherubini and Luciano (2000).
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sell univariate digital products; the second question is how to replicate the univariate digital options themselves. It may be the case that we cannot rely on a single replicating portfolio for these products either. So, the market can be incomplete both for the bivariate and the univariate products, and our task is to device a pricing technique which could be robust to this kind of generalized market incompleteness.
Our problem is though to use no-arbitrage arguments to characterize the set of prices of the bivariate digital option. We assume that we may replicate and price two single digital options with the same exercise date T written on the underlying markets S 1 and S 2 for strikes K 1 and K 2 respectively. The single digital on S 1 (S 2 ) pays one if and only if S 1¸K1 (S 2¸K2 ) at T . The double digital option pays 1 if S 1¸K1 and S 2¸K2 and zero otherwise. Let us …rst break the sample space in the four relevant regions Table 1 : breaking down the sample space for the bivariate digital option.
The bivariate digital option pays 1 unit only if both of the assets are in state H, that is in the upper left cell of the table. The single digital options written on assets 1 and 2 pay in the …rst row and the …rst column respectively. In table 2 below we report the payo¤s of these di¤erent assets along with the prices observed in the market. For the sake of simplicity, we …rst assume the risk-free rate to be equal to zero, so that the risk-free asset is worth 1, and we denote by D 1 and D 2 the prices of the single digital options Price HH HL LH LL Digital option asset 1 We are now in a position to prove the following Proposition 1 If the riskless interest rate is zero, the no-arbitrage price D(S 1Ķ 1 ; S 2¸K2 ) of a digital binary option is bounded by the inequality
Proof: assume …rst that the right hand side of the inequality is violated: say that, without loss of generality, it is D(S 1¸K1 ; S 2¸K2 )¸D 1 ; in this case selling the bivariate digital option and buying the single digital option would allow a free lunch in the state [S 1¸K1 ; S 2 < K 2 ]. As for the left side of the inequality, it is straightforward to see that it must be non-negative, because otherwise it would allow a free lunch anyway. There may also be a positive bound. Assume that D 1 + D 2 ¡ 1¸D(S 1¸K1 ; S 2¸K2 ): in this case buying the bivariate digital option and a unit of risk-free asset and selling the two univariate digital options would allow a free lunch in the state
The proposition exploits a static super-replication strategy for the bivariate digital option: the lower and upper bounds have a direct …nancial meaning, as they describe the pricing bounds for long and short positions in the double digital option. We may take one step further and investigate the features of a pricing function
2 ) It may be easily checked that the following requirements amount to rule out arbitrage opportunities. 
Proof : it is not di¢cult to check that any violation of the conditions above imply arbitrage opportunities. The …rst condition, that the price of the bivariate digital option should be constrained in the unit interval, is trivial, and is the standard no-arbitrage condition that applies to vertical spreads. As for the second condition, it follows directly from the no-arbitrage inequality (1), by substituting the values 0 and 1 for D 1 or D 2 . As for the last requirement, consider taking two di¤erent strike prices K 11¸K12 for the …rst security, and K 21¸K22 , for the second, so that for the corresponding univariate digital options the no arbitrage requirement implies D 11 · D 12 and D 21 · D 22 ; then, the third condition above can be re-written as Nelsen, 1999) it is clear that we proved that the price of a bivariate digital option is a copula function and that the super-replication strategies are represented by the Fréchet bounds. Let us stress, however, that the proof was obtained based on no-arbitrage arguments only, without any reference to probability theory: this gives full generality to our result and makes it available even to incomplete market pricing models which use capacities, i.e. non-additive measures, as pricing functionals. Indeed, the proof of the result in a complete market setting would have been trivial, relying on the observation that prices of digital options are probability measures and resorting to Sklar's theorem (see Nelsen, 1999 ) to obtain that the price of a bivariate digital option is a copula function taking the univariate digital options as arguments.
The result has substantial practical relevance, as it enables us to break the multivariate pricing kernel of the economy into a function of marginal univariate kernels, even in an incomplete markets setting: we may though separately extract the marginal pricing kernels from the options markets and the multivariate pricing kernel of the economy from the dependence structure in the data.
It is intuitive to check that a similar strategy of proof could be applied to other bivariate digital options paying one unit in any of the other states of nature (for example state HL). An interesting question, however, has to do with the arbitrage relationships among these claims. Assuming that the bivariate digital option paying one unit in state HH is given by a particular copula function, which function should be used to obtain the prices of the other contingent claims in such a way as to rule out arbitrage opportunities? We answer this question proving the following Proposition 3 De…ne D ij , i; j = H; L the arbitrage-free price of a digital option paying one unit in state ij, and set D HH = C (D 1 ; D 2 ), where C (x; y) is a copula function; then D ij = C ij (:; :), with C ij (:; :) copula functions de…ned as
Proof : We …rst prove that the above pricing formulas rule out arbitrage opportunities. Consider for example buying one unit of the …rst univariate digital option, paying one if either state HH or HL occur and selling one unit of the bivariate digital option paying one in state HH only: using the pay-o¤ matrix above (table 2) it is immediate to check that this strategy gives a pay-o¤ equal to one in state HL and zero otherwise, and so it represents the replication portfolio of the corresponding bivariate digital option. By the same strategy, it can be demonstrated that C LH and C LL rule out arbitrages too. Using the fact that C(D 1 ; D 2 ) is a copula we may then prove that C ij (:; :) are copulas themselves. The proof simply follows by checking that these functions satisfy the three conditions, reported in proposition 2, that de…ne a copula.¤ A …nal comment is in order, concerning our assumption that the risk-free rate is zero. This assumption was only made for the sake of a clarity. Going over the proofs, it is straightforward to check that the same results hold once we substitute forward prices for spot prices of both the bivariate and the univariate claims. If we de…ne as B the price of the risk-free asset, so that D=B, D 1 =B and D 2 =B represent the forward prices of the bivariate and univariate digital options, we obtain that the forward price of the bivariate digital option is a copula taking the forward prices of the univariate ones as arguments. Rearranging terms, we immediately obtain the Proposition 4 If the interest rate is positive, the arbitrage-free forward price of a bivariate digital option is a copula function. The copula takes as arguments the forward univariate prices, and the corresponding super-replication strategies are represented by the bounds:
3 Vulnerable digital options
Bullish digital option
We are now in a position to use the model described above to evaluate counterpart risk. Again, we consider a very simple setting of a digital option written on the stock S i .We will denote by D i (S i¸Ki ) the default-free price of a bullish digital option, i.e. a contract paying one unit if and only if at the exercise date T we observe S i¸Ki for a given strike K i . Assume now that a digital option is written by a counterpart A, which is subject to default risk: the option will pay one unit under the joint event of the option ending in the money and survival of the counterpart A; it will be worth R A , the recovery rate for maturity T , if it expires in the money and counterpart A defaults; it will be worth zero otherwise. This option -subject to default risk -is called vulnerable. The corresponding price will be denoted as V D i (S i¸Ki ). Our task is to characterize the arbitrage-free value of such option. To this aim, assume we are able to observe or estimate the value of a defaultable zero-coupon bond issued by counterpart A, or by some issuer of the same risk class, for the same maturity T: We denote its market value by P A . The value of the default-free zero-coupon bond for the same maturity is denoted with B, as above. We also de…ne some quantities that are often used by practitioners to assess the credit risk of a debt issue, and that will turn out useful in our analysis. In particular we de…ne Del A the discounted expected loss on the zero-coupon issued by A for maturity T , computed as Del A = B ¡ P A and the expected loss El A as Del A =B. We may also de…ne the loss given default …gure Lgd A = 1¡ R A : throughout the analysis, we will assume that this …gure is non-stochastic (or independent of the events of exercise of the option and default of the counterpart).
To recover the price of the vulnerable option we …rst partition the sample space at the expiration time T into the following states: State H State L State H S i¸Ki and A survives S i¸Ki and A defaults State L S i < K i and A survives S i < K i and A defaults Table 3 : breaking down the sample space for the vulnerable digital option.
Corresponding to each state of nature we may write down the following pay-o¤ matrix for all of the products de…ned above: In order to apply the analysis above, let us build the following two portfolios: the …rst is composed by a long and a short position in 1=(1 ¡ R A ) units of the default-free and defaultable bond respectively; the second is made up by a long and a short position in 1=(1¡R A ) units of the default-free and vulnerable digital option. Including these portfolios in the pay-o¤ matrix we get: We may now use the same arbitrage arguments as in the previous section to characterize the arbitrage-free price of the second portfolio described above (long default free option and short the vulnerable one) as the discounted value of a copula function taking the forward values of the default-free digital option and the …rst portfolio as arguments. Rearranging terms, it is straightforward to show that Corollary 5 The price of a bullish digital option, VD i ; is given by
where C HL (x; y) is a copula function.
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The corollary allows us to split the vulnerable digital price into the nonvulnerable digital price, D i (S i¸Ki ), minus counterpart risk, which we may rewrite using the credit risk measures described above as:
Here, again, the result is not based on any probabilistic argument, and can be extended to cases in which the arguments of the copula function are non-additive measures, i.e. capacities.
Independence and perfect dependence
To highlight the operational content of our result, it may be useful to derive the pricing formula of the vulnerable option in particular cases.
² The most straightforward is the instance in which exercise of the option and default of the counterpart are independent events. The product copula is then the appropriate function and we get the simple formula
Notice that in the case of independence the loss given default …gure is dropped from the formula, and all we need is the aggregate expected loss …gure, which is typically provided by the rating agencies.
² The second relevant case is perfect positive dependence between the events of exercise of the option and default of the counterpart. In this case the value of counterpart risk is maximum. Using the upper Fréchet bound, we obtain
² The third relevant case is the perfect negative dependence between exercise of the option and default of the counterpart. We obtain
The latter two cases give the super-replication strategies and the pricing bounds for the vulnerable digital option. These bounds will turn out very useful as reference cases to construct and evaluate particular copula functions.
Other interesting considerations arise if we allow for options with very high or low exercise probability and counterparts whose default is highly likely. In these cases the results draw directly from properties common to all copula functions, and therefore are robust to the choice of any particular functional form.
As regards moneyness, when the exercise probability of the digital option increases and gets very close to one, the value of counterpart risk increases up to Del A , the discounted expected loss of the defaultable bond. Since the value of the default-free digital option increases with moneyness up to B, the price of a deep in-the-money vulnerable digital option tends to
Analogously, both the counterpart risk and the option value for deep out-of-themoney options tend to zero, as expected. As for the case in which the counterpart is very likely to default, it is straightforward to observe that as the expected loss tends to the loss given default …gure, so that in the limit El A = Lgd A , we get immediately, for any copula function, a counterpart risk …gure equal to Lgd A D i (S i¸Ki ) and a value of the default-
The latter is the value of the default-free digital option times the recovery rate, as expected.
Extension to other cases
The analysis of a bearish vulnerable digital option, which pays one unit if the price of the underlying asset is lower than the strike price, i.e. V D i (S i < K i ), follows directly from the same arguments discussed above. It may be worthwhile, however, to point out the no-arbitrage relationship that emerges from the analysis. The bearish digital option will be priced as
Using the result in proposition 3 we may write
and substituting in the previous equation
we get the price of the bearish vulnerable option with rules out arbitrage opportunities. As a …nal check, consider buying a bullish and a bearish digital option for the same strike K i from the same counterpart A. We get
which is the price of a defaultable zero coupon bond issued by the counterpart.
The same analysis can be easily extended to more complex products. To take an example, consider the case of the bullish bivariate digital option described in the previous section, and assume it is written by a counterpart subject to default risk. Using the same setting as before, the price V D of the vulnerable bivariate option turns out to be
and considering that the price of the default-free bivariate digital option is itself represented by a copula function we get
4 Vulnerable plain vanilla options
Call prices
We now use the results obtained above for digital options to evaluate counterpart risk in a typical derivative contract such as a European option. With respect to the analysis developed for digital options, we now have to assume that some pricing kernel has been speci…ed for the default-free option: of course, our results must be robust to the choice of di¤erent pricing models, both in a complete and incomplete market setting. So, our problem is to derive an evaluation strategy for counterpart risk given the choice of a speci…c pricing model. For this purpose, we consider an option as an integral sum of digital contracts, an idea …rst suggested by Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) . In other terms, the value of a default-free call option with time to expiration T is written as (9) where Q (S i (T )¸´) = Q(´) denotes the risk-neutral pricing function. 2 This representation for call options is particularly useful in our setting for two reasons. The …rst is that, based on any arbitrage-free model for digital options, we may directly recover the corresponding price of a call option. The second reason is that the integral used in the formula above is de…ned even in cases in which the pricing kernel used is a capacity, i.e. a non-additive measure, in which case it is known as a Choquet integral, so that the formula above can 2 To check the relationship between these formulas and Breeden and Litzenberger idea consider that the limit of a vertical spread yields a digital option
Furthermore, it may be veri…ed that if we specify function Q (:) as the lognormal distribution, (9) yields the Black and Scholes formula.
be also used in incomplete market pricing models that use capacities instead of probability measures (we will show an example below). In the case of our model, it is natural to use the results obtained in the previous section, concerning the vulnerable pricing kernel, to recover
here V C denotes the vulnerable call option. Using the no-arbitrage pricing relationship D i (S i (T )¸´) = BQ(´) it is now straightforward to obtain the following Proposition 6 The no-arbitrage price of a vulnerable call option is given by
So, computing counterpart risk, which is now
equires to evaluate an integral of the copula function, with respect to the …rst argument, that is the pricing kernel. As in the previous section, it may be useful to compute the value of counterpart risk in speci…c cases.
² The case of independence between the underlying asset and default of the counterpart is computed directly using the product copula, which enables to exploit factorization of the terms in the integral to yield
² The second relevant case is perfect positive dependence. It is noticeable to observe that even in this instance we may recover a closed form solution, whenever a closed form solution exists for the corresponding default-free option price V C (S i ; t; K;
where
, that is the strike of an option whose exercise probability is equal to the default probability of the counterpart 3 . For practical purposes, it is useful to notice that K ¤ corresponds to a far out-of-the money option: as a result, the value of the corresponding default-free option is very close to zero. Since in most applications we have K
¤¸K
; counterpart risk in the case of perfect dependence will be e¤ectively approximated by the quantity (K ¤ ¡ K)Del A , which is very easy to compute. If K ¤ < K the value of the vulnerable option is simply R A C (S i ; t; K; T ) and credit risk tends to zero with the option value.
² The case of perfect negative dependence may be also easily computed using the same strategy to get
It is straightforward to check that if K ¤¤ · K the value of the vulnerable option is the same of the corresponding default-free contract. In the case K < K ¤¤ counterpart risk is instead evaluated as
otice that for most of the practical applications the lower bound value will turn out to be zero: in fact, the case K < K ¤¤ corresponds to options that are very deep in-the-money, as the exercise probability is equal to the survival probability of the counterpart. 3 It may be worthwhile to discuss how this formula is recovered. When K < K ¤ the problem is to compute
where the last equality uses the de…nition of discounted expected loss and the integral representation for the call option discussed above. Considering the case K ¤ < K is trivial and immediately leads to the formula in the text. 13 
Put price
The same approach can be applied to evaluate vulnerable put options. In this case, the starting point is given by the representation
where V P denotes the vulnerable put price, and the second addendum in (11) represents counterpart risk. Using the same strategy as before we can compute the value of the option in closed form for the three benchmark cases. Namely, we get V P (S i ; t; K; T ) = P (S i ; t; K; T ) (1 ¡ El A ) for the independence case, V P (S i ; t; K; T ) =
for perfect positive dependence, and …nally V P (S i ; t; K; T ) = (1 ¡ Lgd A ) P (S i ; t; K; T ) + Lgd A P (S i ; t; min (K; K ¤ ) ; T )
for perfect negative correlation. Notice that the values K ¤ and K
¤¤
are the same as in the call option case above.
As for the case of vulnerable digital options, we can use the result in proposition 3 to write
and to recover a relationship between the price of vulnerable call and put options as in the following Proposition 7 Vulnerable Put-Call Parity. In order to rule out arbitrage opportunities, the relationship between vulnerable call and put option must be
To conclude the discussion, we can give an example of how to extend the analysis to an incomplete market setting. Consider the model discussed in Cherubini and Della Lunga (2001), in which the value of a long position in a call option was determined as
ith¸> 0. Notice that in this way the pricing kernel Q is distorted into a sub-additive measure, i.e. a particular example of capacity. Nevertheless the Choquet integral is still well de…ned, and it gives a price which accounts for a conservative valuation strategy. The model can be used for the evaluation of option bounds on illiquid markets. Our approach to vulnerable derivatives extends to this case as well. For instance, the lower bound for the call price can be computed as
Vulnerable default put options
While in the previous section we used our pricing result to yield a copula function representation of the dependence structure between market risk and counterpart risk, here we extend the analysis to credit risk correlation. It is the case of vulnerable credit derivatives, as in the example presented in Li (2000) . Consider a company, say A, providing protection against default of a zero-coupon bond -with maturity T -issued by company Z. It is now natural to partition the sample space into four states of nature in which one or both or none of the two …rms happen to default by time T . Table 6 . breaking down the sample space for a vulnerable default put Say we may observe or compute, for the same maturity T , the prices of defaultable bonds issued both by A and Z (if the two companies are endowed with a rating, we may use the corresponding yield curves). Denote them by P A and P Z respectively. Exactly as we did before, we may write the pay-o¤ matrix of the assets involved, that is the two corporate bonds, P A and P Z ; the risk free asset with maturity T , B, and the vulnerable default put option, whose price is denoted by V DP. Notice that in the case of default of company A or Z, we assume to recover a percentage R A and R Z of the claim, respectively. Under the default protection contract, company A agrees to pay 1 ¡ R Z if Z defaults, and 0 otherwise. Accounting for the fact that the counterpart may go bankrupt as well, the default pay-o¤ is 1 ¡ R Z if only Z defaults, R A (1 ¡ R Z ) if both A and Z default, and 0 otherwise. 
State

Price HH HL LH LL Defaultable bond company
We are now in a position to exploit proposition 3 above in order to recover the price of the default put option.
Corollary 8
The price of a vulnerable default put option written by guarantor A on a debt claim issued by Z; V DP; is given by
where C LL (x; y) is a copula function
As for the vulnerable digital option, we are allowed us to split the vulnerable default put price into the default put price, B¡P Z = Del Z , minus counterpart risk,
and the latter is represented by a copula function. The arguments of the copula function correspond to the risk-neutral default probabilities or capacities of the guarantor and the issuer of debt. Again, the structure of the copula enables to account for dependence of the events of default of the two parties involved.
² In the case of independence, using the product copula it is easy to show that the value of the vulnerable default put option does not depend on the loss given default …gures of either the issuer or the counterpart: in fact, we get
² In case of perfect positive dependence between the events of default, using the upper Fréchet bound copula and assuming that the credit risk of the guarantor is lower than the risk of the debt claim for which the insurance is provided, we get
In order to evaluate counterpart risk we need to identify the loss given default …gure only of the debt claim underlying the contract.
² In case of perfect negative dependence, for reasonable levels of credit risk of the counterpart it is quite safe to consider the lower (Fréchet) bound of counterpart risk equal to zero, since
Using the properties of copulas, however, we can again obtain an upper value for the vulnerable default put option. In the case in which El Z = Lgd Z we obtain that the counterpart risk is equal to Lgd Z Del A while the value of the default put option before accounting for counterpart risk is Del A = BLgd Z , so that the value of the vulnerable default put option is Lgd Z (B ¡ Del A ) = Lgd Z P A .
Implementation
For given digital options price and/or default probability of the counterpart, corollaries 4 and 5 provide a vulnerable digital or default put price for every choice of a copula function. Apart from extreme assumptions concerning dependence (independence or perfect dependence) or extreme values of the arguments of the copula function, the choice of a particular copula function becomes the crucial point of the analysis. If one could observe traded vulnerable digital or default put prices, the copula could be directly estimated.
However, since these assets are typically OTC products, one has to assume a speci…c copula form and calibrate it according to the observed dependence between market and credit risk -in the vulnerable digital case -or between the credit risk of the guarantor and the issuer, in the default put case. If one relies on one parameter copula functions, it is fairly easy to recover a direct mapping between the parameter chosen and some well-known non parametric measures of dependence, such as the Kendall's tau or Spearman rho statistics.
In what follows we use the mixture copula, which on top of being related to these measures in a straightforward way, it is very easy to compute for both the digital and the default put vulnerable options 4 . The comparative static analysis was performed referring to a concrete example of counterpart risk evaluation, based on expected losses an recovery rates data supplied by Moody's.
Vulnerable digital options
We now provide some comparative static analysis of the counterpart risk involved in a vulnerable digital option, using a mixture copula. This kind of copula is de…ned as
This formulation is particularly attractive since it is comprehensive: by varying the parameter ® one can explore the whole range of positive and negative association. With positive dependence (® > 0) the copula is obtained as a weighted average of the independence copula and the upper Fréchet bound, while negative dependence (® < 0) is represented by a mixture of the product copula and the lower Fréchet bound. In turn, the parameter ® is linked to Kendall's tau, or Spearman rho statistics. For example, we know that we have
Substituting for the mixture copula in corollary 5, one obtains the following price for the vulnerable digital option, in the presence of positive association between market and credit risk, i.e. between the events of exercise of the option and default of counterpart A:
In the presence of negative association the price becomes instead
In graph 1 we report the counterpart risk …gure D i ¡ V D i in a one year digital option for a Baa3 rated counterpart, as a function of the Kendall's tau statistics: the relationship is reported for di¤erent levels of the probability of exercise, i.e. for di¤erent levels of moneyness. Based on Moody's data, the issuer has expected loss (El A ) equal to 0.231% and a recovery rate (R A ) of 55%. For the sake of simplicity, we select a 20% constant value of volatility of the underlying asset and zero risk-free rate. It may be checked that the relationship between counterpart risk and the dependence statistics is increasing: in our case it turns out to be non linear because we use Kendall's tau as the relevant dependence statistics, which is a non-linear function of the ® parameter 5 . With ¿ = 0, according to (4), we obtain that counterpart risk is equal to the product of the digital option value times the expected loss of the issuer. With ¿ = 1 we have, coherently with (5), risk equal to the minimum between (1 ¡ R A )D i and B ¡ P A , which in our case is always equal to the discounted expected loss of A, B ¡ P A . With ¿ = ¡1 counterpart risk is equal to zero, the same as the maximum in (7), unless the digital is deep in the money. As pointed out in section 3, the relationship between dependence and counterpart risk is ‡at and equal to zero for far-out of the money options, no matter what particular copula function is chosen. It is then shifted upward in a set of positively sloped curves as moneyness increases. As the option gets deep-in-the-money, it gets back to a ‡at curve at a level corresponding to the discounted expected loss of the counterpart, as in (8) . The level of moneyness that is required to obtain a ‡at relationship is however very high.
Insert …gure 1 here
Vulnerable put and call options
We now turn to the analysis of counterpart risk of European call and put options. The advantage of working with mixture copulas, or copulas of the Fréchet family more in general, is that in this case we have a closed form solution for the price, since this is simply recovered as a linear combination of the perfect dependence and independence values. More explicitly, we get
or negative dependence. The formulas for put options can be recovered in the same way.
In graph 2 and 3 we report the value of counterpart risk, C ¡V C; D¡V D, as a function of the Kendall's tau statistics for di¤erent degrees of moneyness of the derivative contract: the …gures refer to call and put options respectively.
The current price of the underlying asset is assumed to be equal to 1 and the relationship is reported for levels of the strike ranging from 0.6 through 1.4. As before, we assume one year time to expiration, a 20% constant volatility and zero risk-free rate. As for the counterpart, we consider an expected loss …gure of 0.231%, corresponding to a Baa3 writer of the option. As a consequence, K ¤ and K ¤¤ turned out to be 1.727 and 0.556 respectively.
Insert …gure 2 here
As for call options, the schedules of the relationship are shifted upwards as the strike price decreases. Concerning the amounts involved, we reckon that, for any billion of underlying, in the case of independence counterpart risk is worth 924603, 184005 and 10396 for deep in the money (K = 0:6), at the money and far out of the money (K = 1:4) contracts. The …gures increase with dependence up to 2715961, 1791961 and 867961 respectively. Counterpart risk vanishes with perfect negative dependence, since in no case moneyness is lower than K ¤¤ = 0.556.
Insert …gure 3 here
At the opposite, counterpart risk for put options increases with the strike. Under independence, it is worth 934396, 184005 and 603 per billion of underlying, for deep in the money (K = 1:4), at the money and far out of the money (K = 0:6) contracts respectively. The …gures increase with dependence up to 1981337, 1057337 and 133337. Again, counterpart risk tends to zero with perfect negative dependence, since the strike is higher than the upper level K ¤ = 1.727.
In graph 4, we evaluate conterpart risk of an at-the-money vulnerable call transaction, against counterparts with di¤erent ratings. To give an idea of counterpart risk in a book of options, we report percentage values with respect to the default free contract.
Insert …gure 4 here
Even in the case of perfect dependence, risk is almost null for AAA counterpart (0.001%), while it grows to 2.25 % for Baa3 writers. The …gures become substantial for Ba3 and B3 writers, when they rise to 10.9% and 31% respectively 6 . In the case of independence, it can be checked that the percentage …gures coincide with expected losses, that is 0.231% for Baa3, 1.545% for Ba3, 6.391% for B3.
Vulnerable default put options
As for the vulnerable default put option, assuming positive dependence between the default events of guarantor A and issuer Z and relying of the fact that the former has default probability smaller than the latter, we get the price function
Notice that in this formulation the recovery rate of A does not show up. Counterpart risk may be simply recovered based on the overall expected loss of the counterpart, a piece of information that is often readily available from market data. A credit risk model is instead needed for the evaluation of the underlying bond credit risk, because in this case the expected loss …gure has to be broken down into the loss given default …gure and default probability or capacity.
With negative association one can easily assume that, in all the cases relevant for applications,
since the sum of default probabilities is by far lower one.
7
Under this assumption the vulnerable put price becomes
In order to use the model in practice, we consider a …ve year default put option contract. We use data referred to the expected loss …gures, supplied by Moody's to practitioners 8 . To compute the discounted expected loss …gure we assume a risk-free rate equal to 5%. As for the recovery rates, we refer to public data from Moody' s, which report the …gures for di¤erent kinds of debt 6 Even tough we did not report the …gure in graph 4, we are sure that nob ody would buy a one-year call option from a Caa3 counterpart, for which risk is almost 60%. 7 To understand the generality of this point, for any practical matter, consider the case of the recent Argentina debt crisis. The one year default swap costs in that case 47% of the nominal: assuming a loss given default …gure of 50% the lower b ound would remain zero for any counterpart having a marginal default rate lower than 6% over one year: we know for sure that nobody in the market would consider wise buying insurance from any counterpart riskier than that. 8 T he data were received from an anonimous practictioner, whom we thank.
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issues, ranging from senior secured debt to junior subordinated. In graph 5 we report the value of counterpart risk for any level of dependence, measured by the Kendall's tau …gure. The guarantor is assumed to be an AAA rated company, with recovery rate 52.31% (senior secured) and expected loss 0.001595%. The relationship is reported assuming di¤erent ratings for the credit risk underlying the contract: for the sake of exposition, we only report the cases corresponding to Aa3, A3, Baa3, Ba3, B3 and Caa3 risk. For all of them, we assume a recovery rate on the underlying credit risk of 52.31%, corresponding to the senior secured debt …gure published by Moody's.
Insert …gure 5 here
With independence between the two credit risks, coherently with (13), our model values counterpart risk from around 10 up to 4770 dollars for any billion dollars of nominal value insured, as we move from an Aaa3 down to a Caa3 underlying credit risk. Counterpart risk is getting more relevant as we move from Baa3 down to Ba3 risk, when the …gures abruptly change from to 208 to 810 dollars for any billion dollars insured. Again, counterpart risk is an increasing function of the dependence …gure. It starts from zero, with perfect negative dependence, according to (15) . Its value reaches 5924 dollars for any billion in the limit of perfect dependence between the two credit risks. Notice that -as expected from (14) -this limit is the same, no matter what the rating of the underlying risk is, and it only depends on the discounted expected loss of the guarantor and the loss given default …gure of the underlying credit risk.
In graph 6 we analyze the same relationship between counterpart risk and dependence between the two credit risks for an underlying risk rated Caa3 and for counterparts of di¤erent rating classes, ranging from AAA through B3. The underlying credit has recovery rate 52.31% and expected loss 38.40%. Both the intercept (independence case) and the perfect dependence values change. As for negative dependence, we also report a case in which the lower counterpart risk level fails to be zero, so that (15) is violated, even if we believe no one would like to buy insurance on a 5 year Caa3 credit from a B3 counterpart. There is however something that could be learned from this paradoxical case: choosing a counterpart whose risk is perfectly negatively dependent on the underlying credit risk is not always the good choice. In this case it would be by far preferable to buy insurance from a counterpart of higher rating, even though its default risk were perfectly dependent on default of the counterpart. The …gures involved get more relevant, even in the case of independence, given by (13) , as the risk class of the counterparts deteriorates. They change from 4770 dollars to 233576 and up to 1200776 for any billion, as we move from a AAA guarantor down to Aa3 and A3 counterpart. In the case of perfect dependence, given by (14) , these …gures increase respectively by 1154, 56496 and 290435, corresponding to an increase of 24.2%. Notice again that this …gure is exactly the same no matter what the rating of the counterpart is, and it only depends on the expected loss and loss given default …gures of the underlying risk (in the case at hand 38.40% and 52.31%).
Insert …gure 6 here Finally, in graph 7 below we provide evidence of the e¤ect of di¤erent loss given default …gures for the underlying credit risk. We again refer to the case of a AAA counterpart providing insurance on a Caa3 underlying credit. This …gure is a function of both the leverage of the obligor and seniority of the debt issue with respect to other claims issued by the same entity. We use …gures published by Moody's that report average recovery rates for di¤erent debt issues: the recovery rate values used are 52.31% for secured senior debt, 48.84% for senior unsecured, 39.46% for senior subordinated, 33.17% for subordinated debt and …nally 19.69% for junior subordinated debt. A look at the graph shows that the change in the loss given default …gure has the e¤ect of changing the value of counterpart risk for all positive dependence cases.
Insert …gure 7 here
The perfect dependence copula changes with the loss given default of the issuer. The other reference copulas, i.e. the product copula and the perfect negative dependence one, are una¤ected by changes in the loss given default …gures. Since in the mixture copula -as shown in (18, 19) -counterpart risk is evaluated as a weighted average of these benchmark cases, di¤erent loss given default …gures a¤ect counterpart risk only in the case of positive dependence between the events of default of the underlying credit risk and the counterpart. It is not granted that the same result would carry over to some other kind of copula functions: however, it must reminded that inasmuch as the speci…c copula function that we choose is comprehensive, the above results must hold true for the parameter speci…cations that correspond to the product and extreme copulas.
Alternative copula speci…cations
As a …nal point, and as a preview of what is going to be the main issue of the empirical application of the model, we investigate how results could change, if a di¤erent copula function were to be selected. We chose Clayton's copula because it is comprehensive like the mixture one, but unlike the latter (and more generally the members of the Fréchet family), it is not a linear combination of the product copula and those corresponding to perfect dependence. We remind the reader that the Clayton copula is de…ned as
The copula is part of the Archimedean class and is indexed by a single parameter #, di¤erent from zero, which ranges between -1 and in…nity. As this parameter approaches, -1, zero or in…nity, the Clayton formula approaches the minimum, product and maximum copulas. Another advantage of this choice is that the parameter # is linked to the Kendall's tau …gure by a very simple relationship ¿ = #= (# + 2). In graph 8 we report the di¤erence between the Clayton and the mixture copula used above, for any value of the Kendall's tau statistics: the case is again that of a AAA counterpart providing insurance against default of a …ve year maturity senior secured Caa3 claim. Notice that the use of Clayton copula leads to overvaluation of counterpart risk in case of positive dependence and to undervaluation for the cases of negative dependence.
Insert …gure 8 here
In graph 9 and 10, …nally, we report the same set of analyses performed before -in graphs 5 and 7 -using Clayton instead of the mixture copula. In particular, graph 9 -which corresponds to …gure 5 above -reports the analysis for di¤erent rating classes of the underlying risk, while graph 10 -which corresponds to …gure 7 above -reports the e¤ects of di¤erent seniority of the insured credit, and so di¤erent loss given default …gures. A look at the …gures leads to the conclusion that, while the general qualitative comments drawn from the analysis above are con…rmed, choosing a copula function rather than another one may really make a di¤erence and it is one of the issues that make market incompleteness in a multivariate setting an involved question, which we leave open for future research.
Insert …gure 9 here Insert …gure 10 here
Conclusions
In this paper we have applied a copula function pricing technique to the evaluation of vulnerable options, i.e. options with counterpart risk. We have provided prices for vulnerable digital, call and put options, as well as for a simple credit derivative, namely a default put contract.
We have shown that the copula pricing device provides an easy solution to two types of problems: the …rst is to account for dependence between the event of exercise of the option and counterpart default, the second is to allow for market incompleteness.
As for dependence, copulas enable us to separate the speci…cation of marginal distributions and the dependence structure. This may facilitate model speci…cation and implementation. Moreover, they are directly related to non parametric dependence measures, which allows to overcome the ‡aws of the linear correlation coe¢cient and to make the model far more general.
As for market incompleteness, the evaluation of counterpart risk as a copula function is obtained on the basis of no-arbitrage arguments only, and no references is made to probability theory at all: this makes our results directly applicable to incomplete market pricing approaches that use capacities rather than probability measures as pricing kernels. In fact, in a complete market setting the result of using copulas to represent counterpart risk would follow directly from Sklar's theorem. In this paper, we prove that the same result can be obtained while avoiding all references to Sklar's theorem.
From a theoretical point of view, in addition, our approach can be linked to any default-free option pricing model, and to any evaluation of the credit risk of the counterpart, both structural or intensity based. The latter is used only to provide the expected loss and loss given default of the counterpart, if they are not directly taken from rating agencies.
From a practical point of view, our contribution is also to show that by resorting to copulas one can devise easy super-hedging strategies for counterpart risk, accounting for the perfect dependence cases; in order to do this, one can use the so-called Fréchet bounds for copulas. Using linear combinations of these super-replication strategies, such as those of the Fréchet family, one can quite naturally extend pricing and hedging to the case of imperfect dependence: the advantage of these copulas is also that, if the counterpart is rated, the hedging and pricing formula only relies on cumulative loss and recovery rate information available from the rating agencies. Furthermore, using this class of functions we provide closed form solutions for plain vanilla vulnerable put and call contracts. Using real market data, we showed that counterpart risk increases with moneyness of the contract and dependence of the event of exercise of the option and default of the issuer. We also apply the technique in the evaluation of a simple credit derivative contract. Counterpart risk is increasing with default risk of both the underlying and the counterpart, as well as with dependence between them. We also show that, using mixture copulas, credit risk is increasing with the loss given default of the underlying credit only in the presence of positive dependence. The latter result does not carry over to other copula choices. In order to appreciate the relevance of this choice we have explored a further class of copulas, the Clayton's one. The example shows that using a speci…c kind of copula function may have an impact on the evaluation of counterpart risk: in our case, using Clayton's copula we obtain overvaluation of counterpart risk in the case of positive dependence and undervaluation it in the opposite case, with respect to the mixture copula. Designing methods to calibrate copula functions under the appropriate risk-neutral measure remains then one of the major topics that we leave out for future research. 
